We consider the task of scheduling a crawler to retrieve from several sites their ephemeral content. This is content, such as news or posts at social network groups, for which a user typically loses interest after some days or hours. Thus development of a timely crawling policy for ephemeral information sources is very important. We first formulate this problem as an optimal control problem with average reward. The reward can be measured in terms of the number of clicks or relevant search requests. The problem in its exact formulation suffers from the curse of dimensionality and quickly becomes intractable even with moderate number of information sources. Fortunately, this problem admits a Whittle index, a celebrated heuristics which leads to problem decomposition and to a very simple and efficient crawling policy. We derive the Whittle index and provide its theoretical justification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays an overwhelming majority of people find new information on the web at news sites, blogs, forums and social networking groups. Moreover, most information consumed is ephemeral in nature, that is, people tend to lose their interest in the content in several days or hours. The interest in a content can be measured in terms of clicks or number of relevant search requests. It has been demonstrated that the interest decreases exponentially over time [10] , [15] , [18] .
In a series of works (see e.g., [7] , [9] , [8] , [21] and references therein) the authors address the problem of refreshing documents in a database. However, these works do not consider the ephemeral nature of the information. Motivated by this challenge, the authors of [15] suggest a procedure for optimal crawling of ephemeral content. Specifically, the authors of [15] formulate an optimization problem for finding optimal frequencies of crawling for various information sources.
The approach presented in [15] is static, in the sense that the distribution of crawling effort among the content sources is always the same independent of the time epoch and, in particular, does not depend on any 'state variable(s)' evolving with time. With a dynamic policy, for instance, if there is not much new material on the principal information sources, the crawler could spend some time to crawl the sources with less popular content but which nevertheless bring noticeable rate of clicks or increase information diversity. Therefore, in the present work we suggest a dynamic formulation of the problem as an optimal control problem with average reward. The direct application of dynamic programming quickly becomes intractable even with moderate number of information sources, due to the so-called curse of dimensionality. Fortunately, the problem admits a Whittle index, which leads to problem decomposition and to a very simple and efficient crawling policy. We derive the Whittle index and provide its theoretical justification.
In [5] , [16] , [25] the authors study the interaction between the crawler and the indexing engine by means of optimization and control theoretic approaches. One of interesting future research directions is to take into account the indexing engine dynamics in the present context.
The general concept of the Whittle index was introduced by P. Whittle in [28] . This has been a very successful heuristic for restless bandits, which, while suboptimal in general, is provably optimal in an asymptotic sense [26] , [27] and has good empirical performance. It and its variants have been used extensively in logistical and engineering applications, some recent instances of the latter in communications and control being for sensor scheduling [19] , multi-UAV coordination [20] , congestion control [3] , [4] , [13] , channel allocation in wireless networks [14] , cognitive radio [17] and real-time wireless multicast [23] . Book length treatments of indexable restless bandits appear in [12] , [24] .
Several technical proofs not presented in the conference version of the work can be found in the accompanying research report [2] .
II. MODEL
There are N sources of ephemeral content. A content at source i ∈ {1, ..., N } is published with an initial utility modelled by a nonnegative random variable ξ i and decreasing exponentially over time with a deterministic rate µ i . The new content arrives at source i ∈ {1, ..., N } according to a time-homogeneous Poisson process with rate Λ i . Thus, if source i's content is crawled τ time units after its creation, its utility is given by ξ i exp(−µ i τ ). The base utility ξ i is assumed independent identically distributed across contents at a given source, with a finite meanξ i . It is also assumed independent across sources. We assume that the crawler crawls periodically at multiples of time T > 0 and has to choose at each such instant which sources to crawl, subject to a constraint we shall soon specify. When the crawler crawls a content source, we assume that the crawling is done in an exhaustive manner. In such a case, the crawler obtains the following expected reward from crawling the content of source i:
Set α i = exp(−µ i T ). Let us define the state of source i at time t as the total expected utility of its content, denoted by X i (t). Then, if we do not crawl source i at epoch t (formally, the control is v i (t) = 0 -we say the source is 'passive'), we obtain zero reward r i (X i (t), v i (t)) = 0 and the state evolves as follows:
On the other hand, if we crawl source i (formally, v i (t) = 1we say the source is 'active'), we obtain the expected reward r i (X i (t), v i (t)) = X i (t) and the next state of the source is given by
Our aim is to maximize the long run average reward
subject to the constraint
for a prescribed M > 0. If C i = 1, i = 1, ..., N , this case can be interpreted as a constraint on the number of crawled sites per crawling period T and corresponds to the original Whittle framework for restless bandits [28] . The case C i = 1 is slightly more general and can represent the situation when various sites have different limits on the crawling rates (typically specified in the file 'robots.txt'). This is a constrained average reward control problem [1] , [22] . We address this problem in the framework of restless bandits and derive a simple index policy for the problem, which may be viewed as a variant of the celebrated Whittle index. In the next section, we recall the theory of Whittle index.
III. WHITTLE INDEX
The original formulation of restless bandits is for discrete state space Markov chains, but we consider here Markov chains with closed domains (i.e., closure of an open set) S i ⊂ R d , d ≥ 1, as state space. The original motivation for the index policy remains valid nevertheless as long as we justify the associated dynamic programming equation, which we do. A deterministic dynamics such as ours is a special case, albeit degenerate. The fully stochastic case can be handled similarly and is detailed in the report [2] . While we introduce the broader framework in a general set up, we use the same notation as above to highlight the correspondences. This should not cause any confusion.
Thus consider resp. S i -valued processes X i (t), t ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , each with two possible dynamics, dubbed active and passive, wherein they are governed by transition kernels p i (dy|x), q i (dy|x), resp. These are assumed to be continous as maps x ∈ S i → P(S i ). (:= the space of probability measures on S i with Prohorov topology). The control at time t is
In the original restless bandit problem, exactly N < N processes are active at any given time. The v i (t) are assumed to be adapted to the history, i.e., the σ-field σ(
The objective then is to maximize the long run average reward
This problem has state space × N i=1 S i . Whittle's heuristic among other things reduces the problem to separate control problems on S i . The idea is to relax the constraint of 'exactly N are active' to 'on the average, N are active', i.e., to lim sup
This makes it a constrained average reward control problem [1] , [22] which permits a relaxation to an unconstrained average reward problem by replacing the above reward by
where λ ∈ R is the Lagrange multiplier. Motivated by this, Whittle introduced a 'subsidy' λ for passivity, i.e., a virtual reward for a process in passive mode. Replace the above control problem by N control problems with the ith problem for process X i (·) seeking to maximize over admissible v i (t), t ≥ 0, the reward lim sup
The dynamic programming equation for this average reward problem is
If this can be rigorously justified (which is not always easy), one defines B(λ) as the set of passive states, i.e.,
If B(λ) increases monotonically from φ to S i as λ increases from −∞ to ∞, the problem is said to be Whittle indexable. The Whittle index for the ith process in state x i is then defined as
The so-called 'Whittle index policy' [28] then is to set v i (t) = 1 for the i with the top N indices and v j (t) = 0 for the rest.
IV. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING EQUATION
In view of the above, the first step is to justify the counterpart of (7) in our context. For this, we first note that r i (x) = x, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Further, let u * i := ui 1−αi > u i . We argue that without loss of generality, we may take
where the equality in the first inequality occurs only if source i is never crawled. On the other hand, if
if never crawled, and reduces to the previous case if there is even a single crawl. Throughout the paper we use ↑ and ↓ to denote the limits from below and above, respectively. Combining the two observations and recalling that we consider the long-run average criterion, we conclude that
Henceforth we focus on the average reward problem for source i. We do not delve into the justification for Lagrange multiplier formulation for constrained average cost problem on a general state space, as this is well understood. (In fact, it follows from standard Lagrange multiplier theory applied to the 'occupation measure' formulation of average cost problem which casts it as an abstract linear program. See section 4.2 of [6] which carries out this program for discrete state space and section 3.2 of ibid. which describes how to extend the same to general compact Polish state spaces as long as the controlled transition probability kernel is continuous in the initial state and control.) For notational simplicity we drop the index i for the time being. We approach the problem by the standard 'vanishing discount' argument. Thus let 0 < δ < 1 be a discount factor and for k(x, v) := xv + Cλ(1 − v), consider the infinite horizon discounted reward ∞ m=0 δ t k(X(t)).
Denote the associated value function by
Then V δ satisfies the discounted reward dynamic programming equation
Lemma 1 The solution of equation (8) has the following properties:
(1) Equation (8) has a unique bounded continuous solution V δ ;
(2) V δ is Lipschitz uniformly in δ ∈ (0, 1);
(3) V δ is monotone increasing and convex.
x ∈ S. Then by the above lemma,V δ is bounded Lipschitz, monotone and convex withV δ (u) = 0. Also, (1 − δ)V δ (u) is bounded. Using Arzela-Ascoli and Bolzano-Weirstrass theorems, we may pick a subsequence such that
Passing to the limit along an appropriate subsequence as δ ↑ 1, we have
Then (9) is the desired dynamic programming equation for average reward. We study important structural properties of the value function V in the next section.
V. PROPERTIES OF THE VALUE FUNCTION
We begin with the following result.
Lemma 2
The following statements hold:
(1) V is monotone increasing and convex with V (u) = 0;
(2) The maximizer on the right hand side of (10) is the optimal control choice at state x and β is the optimal reward.
Now define
These are respectively the sets of passive and active states under subsidy λ.
Recall the stopping time τ := the time of first crawl. Suppose τ < ∞. (The case τ = ∞ corresponds to 'never crawl' which we consider separately below.) Under optimal policy, iterating equation (9) τ times leads to
Under any other policy, we would likewise obtain
Thus we have the explicit representation for V given by
where the maximum is over all admissible control sequences. In particular, this implies:
Lemma 3 Equation (9) has a unique solution.
Finally, we have the key lemma:
The above problem is Whittle indexable.
Proof: Since V is monotone increasing and convex, the map
is concave and hence the set B increases monotonically from φ to S as λ increases from −∞ to ∞. The claim now follows from the definition of Whittle indexability. 2
We shall now eliminate some irrelevant situations.
1) If u * ∈ B, i.e., the optimal action at u * is 0, then u * is a fixed point of the optimally controlled dynamics and the corresponding cost is Cλ. Then β = Cλ and it is optimal to be passive at all states, i.e., 
VI. DERIVATION OF WHITTLE INDEX
Consider the situation when λ = γ(x) for a prescribed x ∈ (u, u * ). It is clear that after the first crawl when the process is reset to u, the optimal X(t) becomes periodic: not crawling and increasing till it hits B c and then crawling -thereby being reset to u -to repeat the process. Since finite initial patches do not affect the long run average reward, we may then take X(0) = u. Define η(x) = min{t :
where log + α x = log α xI{x > 0}. Since the long run average cost is equal to the average over one period, we can write
where η(x) is given by (14) and X(η(x)) is given by (13) .
We now revert to using the index i to identify the source being referred to. In particular, β i , λ i will refer to the optimal reward, resp. Lagrange multiplier, for the ith decoupled problem. Our main result is:
Theorem 1 The Whittle index for our problem is given by
Therefore the index policy is to crawl at time t (= mT for some m ≥ 0) the top M sources according to decreasing values of γ i (X i (t)), or alternatively, choose a number of top sources for the constraint to be reached.
Remark: Note that if an arm (say, ith) is crawled even once, the corresponding state process {X i (t)} takes only discrete values thereafter. These depend on α i and u i alone. In fact this is also true for an arm that is never crawled, except that the discrete values taken will also depend on the initial condition. Therefore we need restrict attention to only these values of x for the argument of γ i (·). This results in a further simplification of the index formula, to
where η i (x) is as before, but the argument x of both γ i and η i is now restricted to the aforementioned discrete set.
Proof: We drop the subscript i for notational convenience. For x ∈ B c , (9) leads to V (x) = x − β. Also, for x := αx + u,
Combining this with (9) and the definition of Whittle index implies that for our problem it is
where by virtue of (15),β i (x) := the optimal cost if one were to set λ i = γ i (x). The latter is given by:
Substituting this back into (16) , one gets a linear equation for γ i (x) that can be solved to evaluate γ i (x) as
This completes the proof. 2
We can also consider the fully stochastic situation when traffic at each source is observed as a random variable. The system dynamics can be described as follows: Let {τ i n } denote the successive arrival times of content at source i, with utilities {ξ i n }, resp. The net utility added to source i during k-th epoch will be
The system state at time (k + 1)T is then
The development closely mimics the foregoing and the Whittle index is actually the same. More details can be found in [2] . In fact, one could also consider mixed situations when some sources are observed and others are not.
VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Let us illustrate the obtained theoretical results by numerical examples. There are four information sources with parameters given in Table I . Without loss of generality, we take the crawling period T = 1. One can see how the user interest decreases over time for each source in Figure 1 . The initial interest in the content of sources 1 and 2 is high, whereas the initial interest in the content of sources 3 and 4 is relatively small. The interest in the content of sources 1 and 3 decreases faster than the interest in the content of sources 2 and 4.
In Figure 2 we show the state evolution of the bandits (information sources) under the constraint that on average the crawler can visit only one site per crawling period T , i.e., M = 1. The application of Whittle index results in periodic crawling of sources 1 and 2, crawling each with period two. Sources 3 and 4 should be never crawled. Note that if one greedily crawls only source 1, he obtains the average reward 179.79. In contrast, the index policy involving two sources results in the average reward 254.66.
In Figure 3 we show the state evolution of the bandits under the constraint that on average the crawler can visit two information sources per crawling period, i.e., M = 2. It is interesting that now the policy becomes much less regular. Source 1 is always crawled. Sources 2 and 3 are crawled in a non-trivial periodic way and sources 4 is crawled periodically with a rather long period. Now in Figure 4 we present the state evolution of the stochastic model with dynamics (17) . As one can see, in the stochastic setting source 1 is crawled from time to time. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We have formulated the problem of crawling web sites with ephemeral content as an average reward optimal control problem and have shown that it is indexable. We have found that the Whittle index has a very simple form, which is important for efficient practical implementations. The numerical example demonstrates that the Whittle index policies, unlike the policies suggested in [15] , do not generally have a trivial periodic structure. The proposed approach can also be used in the cases when some states are observed. In such cases, the Whittle index will act as a self-tuning mechanism. We are currently working on the adaptive version when some parameters (e.g., the rate of new information arrival) need to be estimated online. One more interesting future research direction is to add to the model the dynamics of the indexing engine.
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